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How rethinking your sponsorship activation can 
deliver double digit growth.



At a time when spend on sponsorship 
activation is coming under increased 
pressure, the Activation Transformation 
study uncovers the results that indicate 
the outstanding value that can be 
generated with the application of correct 
activation investment and tactics.
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ATOMIC SPORT
For some time, Atomic Sport have believed that 
sponsorship partnerships that have an authentic fi t and 
are well activated, offer higher returns for brands than 
traditional marketing tactics. However, we’ve seen the 
sponsorship fee to activation budget ratio continue to 
decline, with the quality, sophistication and cut through 
of activations diminishing as a result.

With the emergence and growth of digital and social 
platforms over the last number of years, we expected 
brands to capitalize on the opportunity and go beyond 
simply placing their logo on a shirt or perimeter board. 
Yet, with the exception of a small number of cases, we 
have actually witnessed the opposite happening.

Is this because sponsorship is less clear than traditional 
media purchasing where, with a certain investment, 
an expected response can be forecast? Or is it that the 
advisors within the sponsorship fi eld are overly focused 
on the rights fee and not the need for well thought 
through and executed activation? 

ONSIDE
The importance of investment in activation for sponsors, 
rights holders and fans, is critical but requires careful 
planning and strategic backing if it is to be a success. 
Despite this, it is far too often treated as a second 
thought and an easy area to cut costs in.

This Activation Transformation research comes at a time 
when the sponsorship industry is rebalancing value in 
terms of fees versus rights, with a potential knock-on 
impact in terms of budgets, particularly for activating 
the agreed rights. It serves as a response to this shifting 
economic environment of sponsorship and fl ags the risks 
that a non-activated strategy poses in terms of under-
captialising on the real potential that fully-activated 
sports sponsorship delivers. 

Our research adds further depth to ONSIDE’S bank 
of intelligence on how sponsorship works best and 
represents a further chapter in our goal to pioneer new 
perspectives on how spend by sponsors can continue to 
work most effi ciently and effectively in the future.



ACTIVATION 
TRANSFORMATION 
INSIGHTS
This summary report provides an extract of a select 
number of key learnings that emerged from analysis 
of the Activation Transformation research, 
specifi cally looking at assets and activation and their 
impact on reach, affi nity, attitudes and behaviours.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Intelligence produced by ONSIDE for this project involved a nationally 
representative online survey of 1,000 adults aged 18+ years in the 
Republic of Ireland in May 2015. 



Sponsors that activate with weight, including ATL investment, are 
experiencing uplifts of over 150% in reach/awareness outcomes 
when they commit to breakthrough activation campaigns. 
Guinness and Pro 12 Rugby, Three and Irish Rugby and AIB’s 

GAA campaigns all made gains of over 150% in linkage to the 
properties they sponsor through activation. In one stand out 
case, one of the brands researched experienced an uplift of 164% 
in reach/awareness when the public had seen their activation.

TRANSFORMATION INSIGHT 1:

150%
Uplift in Reach 
& Awareness.

 Boost reach potential by over 150% when activated well.
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Net More Positive when unaware of Activation.

Net More Positive when aware of Activation.

It’s not just about being seen. Well activated sponsorship 
campaigns by leading sponsors in Ireland are achieving 
incremental gains averaging more than 10% in the levels of 
affinity amongst Irish consumers. In recent campaigns by 
AIB, Guinness and 3 Mobile, Gaelic games and rugby-based 

activations transformed the gains achieved for these sports 
sponsors. Clearly, sports fans connected with thorough,  
well-developed activation programmes are rewarding these 
sponsors in terms of heightened affinity levels towards the brands.

TRANSFORMATION INSIGHT 2:
 Target double digit affinity boost potential with activation.



When tested in the ONSIDE research, behavioural outcomes such 
as driving the public to consider using a brand or even switching 
to the sponsor’s brand from a competitor, again revealed striking 
and compelling reasons for brands to recommit to growing their 
activation plans in the coming years. For example, while AIB have 
generated a double-digit outcome in terms of people being more 

open to switching to them because of their GAA sponsorship, 
this doubles when the public are also exposed to the ground-
breaking #Toughest activation campaign that supports this 
investment. 47% of those aware of the same campaign claimed 
the advertising by AIB of their sports sponsorship was effective in 
encouraging them to look at building a relationship with the bank.

Double your customers 
propensity to switch with 

high quality activation

x2

TRANSFORMATION INSIGHT 3:
 People will act more on Activated Sports Sponsorships.



FROM INSIGHTS 
TO ACTION
Our research focused on well resourced and thought 
out sponsorship activations. Overleaf, we share our 
Activation Checklist to help brands achieve their 
double digit growth.



Set The Baseline
Before you sponsor or activate, capture your brand’s current 
scores. As you sponsor and activate, track your scores 
regularly. Compare like with like versus traditional above-
the-line campaigns and if the activation plan has been robust 
enough, the scores should outperform on every metric. 

The Right Fit
This is basic but often overlooked. Ask yourself, does our 
brand fit with the values of the sport, the players and the fans. 
If not, then activation will never work.

Look at every Touch-Point for your Activation
Above the line advertising is an extremely powerful media, 
but an expensive one. Furthermore, it’s only one part of the 
marketing mix. Don’t forget to look at social, retail, staff 
engagement, competitions, CSR and Direct Mail to engage 
your audience even more.

Use Ambassadors
Often the well-known athlete won’t be included in the 
deal but the players are what fans want to see and touch. 
Allocate some of your rights fee to go to key athletes. They 
drive engagement better than anything, especially on social 
channels.

Create a Central Hook for the Partnership
Saying “We’re proud sponsors” is not enough, you have to 
prove it too. Ask yourself why you are doing it and how you 
are supporting the sport?

Bring all your Agencies Together
The best way to avoid a lack of shared direction is to appoint 
key tasks to your agencies based on their key strengths. As 
areas like social, online video, experiential and grassroots 
can be created by different agencies, it’s critical to have clear 
areas of control.

Connect with Fans
Brands usually have lots of customers but very few fans. 
Sports organisations have lots of fans that are proven to 
be positively disposed to their clubs’ sponsors. Offer them 
money-can’t-buy experiences, behind-the-scenes content and 
exclusive offers.

Proper Fee to Activation Ratio
Currently the average fee to activation figure is 1:0.64. 
Based on research conducted by ONSIDE, we estimate that 
successful brands commit to a ratio of at least 1:1.

ATOMIC SPORT’S ACTIVATION CHECKLIST 
Our analysis of the components of the successful campaigns that comprise this research, plus our 
collective experience in sponsorship planning and activation, leads us to 8 key findings that brand 
managers need to consider when trying to get double-digit growth from their sponsorships.
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A WINNING FORMULA
Bottom line, by investing properly in activation, sponsors gain double-digit 
boosts to sports sponsorship across key outcome indicators including reach, 
affinity, attitudinal and behavioural platforms.



FURTHER INFORMATION
This document is a brief overview of a large research study 
and insight sharing.

ONSIDE and Atomic Sport are offering a limited number of 
tailored presentations to professionals in sponsorship and 
marketing across multiple industry sectors. 

To request a presentation, contact Patrick Murphy or 
John Trainor using the details below.

56 Lansdowne Road,
Ballsbridge,
Dublin 4, iIreland.

T    +353-1 905 3240
E     john.trainor@onside.ie

15a Bishop Street
Dublin 8
Ireland

T    +353 (0)1 407 0700
E     patrick@atomic-sport.com


